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The definitive book about puberty and sexual health for today’ For two decades, this universally acclaimed
book on sexuality provides been the most trusted and available resource for children, parents, teachers,
librarians, and anyone else who cares about the well-getting of tweens and teens.s kids and teens, now
completely updated because of its twentieth anniversary. Providing accurate and up-to-time answers to
nearly every imaginable issue, from conception and puberty to birth control and STDs, It’s Perfectly
Normal provides been updated with info on subjects such as safe and savvy Internet use, gender identity,
crisis contraception, and more. Today, in honor of its anniversary, It’to make responsible decisions and stay
healthy.now a lot more than ever—s Perfectly Normal presents young people the information they need—
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Check (and show your child the consequences of. It addresses a variety of topics that are essential in
today's world such as no means no, how to stay secure online, be careful what you text and email, and of
course, safe sex methods.. Their parents can determine how to teach their kids. Before I write my
examine please understand this book is targeted towards ages of 9 to a decade of age. It isn't perfectly
normal to teach your children abortions, how to have sexual intercourse and explore homosexuality...
nevertheless my child google terms shortly after reading this reserve, and I did not recognize that my
safety settings do not block google pictures..), but thought I should warn other parents. Thanks a lot for
helping me clarify all this to my kids! Plus, when will I chat to her? It does discuss homosexuality,
contraceptive, abortion, and also menstruation, puberty, etc, etc. But initial I did freak out (while trying
never to show it), therefore i hope this helps other parents! It can show naked bodies, genitalia , people
having sex, and so forth.. Covers a number of topics kids have to know about Please note that book does
not hold back when discussing sex nor will it restrain with its pictures. I am amazed at just how much I
enjoyed this book.I came across this book to be very informative and written at a rate for preadolescent
kids to be able to easily understand.I did NOT hand over the reserve. Also, if anyone has comments on this
for the way to handle, I'd appreciate any suggestions (is it possible to reply to an assessment?. Also she is
already hearing random stuff at school and after school. A lot of the topics in this book I would under no

circumstances teach to my 9 year old kid under any conditions. It maybe to very much at the same time
Great book for pre-teens and teens My child immediately took to this book and this content is normally
great. I explained to my child that computer systems save browsing history therefore people can easily see
what others have searched/looked at, that there surely is inappropriate and harmful articles online, that
computers will get viruses or various other issues when inappropriate links are opened up, etc. everything.
And all of the book is illustrating is, this is a natural work that everyone does. I keep the reserve, and
explained that it is not for her friends to see. Great I read all the reviews on amazon, amongst others. I
love how this book is honest about sex and bodies. THEREFORE I made a decision that I'd rather go
through each one of these topics with my daughter BEFORE she learns "the reality" from another person..
When she is former puberty and too "embarrassed" to talk? In addition, it very tastefully addresses
homosexuality in terms of like, and briefly touches on masturbation: "touching or rubbing the private
elements of your own body since it feels good is called masturbation. This publication explicitly details
promiscuity, homosexual exploration, sexual activity, street vocabulary, and masturbation techniques. I
informed her it's highly controversial because people have different beliefs. I said we should not discuss this
at school, but the reason I am going through it with her is basically because I know she'll hear bits and
pieces out there, and I don't want her to experience confusion, embarrassment, or dread. I want her to
feel just like she can come if you ask me any period and I will listen and help guideline her. She was content
that would talk and had lots of questions as we approached each chapter. It's organized with illustrations
and small comics in ways to help keep their interest. Because, next year she will go into 5th quality and
they will start teaching a course on a watered down version of these topics.) computer gain access to
before giving your child these terms to use! We need to respect each additional. for instance:
homosexuality.Therefore approaching controversial topics may seem challenging, but we are still heading
through it, and it's amazing how many questions she has, and how open and comfortable she felt. :) I acted
naturally through this conversation. :( Not really too much harm done (I think!. most doctors concur that
masturbation is properly healthy and regular - and cannot hurt your body. Some people plus some religions
believe it's incorrect to masturbate. She actually is 10, so I kept it light. It has short easy to read

paragraphs, comic strips, and lots of diagrams. I'm extremely appreciative for this book, the details it
contains, and the great presentation for children. By reading the book, we aren't saying "go do it". because
if We don't go over these with our kids.With the pic of the lady looking at herself in the mirror... My child
giggled, and I said, "well, don't you appear at yourself? In private? It's good to know your body. To look



for moles, adjustments, etc. It's organic to be curious, but it is an exclusive act.So, this is an extremely
personal decision, but I decided that a publication this thorough will be the perfect guide to use with my
kid. So here it really is: "When a woman and a man want to produce a baby, they hug, and cuddle and kiss
and experience very loving, and get extremely close to one another - therefore close that the man's penis
goes inside the woman's vagina.Sorry this is a long review and I am not claiming to become a writer. I
won't get into how I dealt with each topic, because maybe it's overkill, but already five other close friends
have bought this publication. We see this publication as an instrument, and funny that my close friends and
I don't necessarily see eye to eye one very topic. We decided that we prefer to debate every topic,
specifically the super controversial types.."Hope this can help you decide if this is actually the right reserve
for you personally! It's also if you ask me a chance to discuss privacy and respect... Who'll?? bought him
three books which one was by significantly the best.! Informative Great book for 11 year old children. You
need to decide your ease and comfort amounts about sex and what you feel is suitable for your children.
It's a great tasteful demonstration of the human body with lots of scientific here is how babies are made
all the way through childbirth. Surprisingly, it didn't make me feel unpleasant at all. Whether I said
homosexuality is certainly wrong or right is not the point here. To me, it seems most age appropriate for
age range 10-12, though every family/situation differs.*Let's be honest, what you really want to know

about this publication: how it defines sex!!" We only go through a chapter at a time, and we discover that
each discussion brings up additional discussions such as skin cancer, wellness, hygiene, etc. When this
happens, it is called "sexual intercourse."" No technical diagrams, just a picture of a man and women in bed
kissing under a blanket with hearts in the air flow. Now is a great time...every family members has its
thoughts and feelings about masturbation. I told her our beliefs as a family, and we talked just a little
about politics and religious beliefs.. hmmm), thanks! We read the chapter and then I asked her what she
thought, before I spoke.. Some tips about what it says about sex! It's informative about almost everything
(including abortion)and presents it in a playful way kids will love. Who knows what exactly, and from which
child(s). My daughters also like learning the research behind reproduction. It does have cartoon images to
illustrate each chapter, but there can be nothing "sexy" about those (you will find them online if you
search). Not only does it do a good work explaining changes in an evergrowing body, but also is updated for
today's culture. The point is that this is a chance to sit down and talk about it with my kid. This makes
having important conversations easier on parents. Bought for teen grandson Everything any kind of teen
would need to find out about their body and that of opposite gender. Ideal for my 8 and 9 year old
daughters! I have been reading this, a single chapter per night, to my two daughters (ages 8 and 9). I feel
like this may be the perfect age to read it as the topics aren't embarrassing to them however. The
publication flows along through topics well, and I must say i appreciate the dialogue of sexual orientation.
Fair Lots of helpful material.. It's perfectly normal, but nonetheless awkward Love this for children 10 and
up to be trained those difficult subjects for adults to possess with kids. It worries me that this reserve
has such High Ratings. Please remember to check your son or daughter's computer gain access to. Keep this
at heart throughout my entire review. She still listens to me :)Therefore, I sat down with my child and
explained why I acquired this reserve. If that wasn't poor enough it also illustrates that abortion as a
getaway from unwanted pregnancy. I made a decision to get the book to learn with my 10 calendar year
old daughter. This was a very complete publication and I trust other reviewers that it is a good way to
obtain details. I found that this book is generally in most schools across the country. This is being put in
the hands of 4th and 5th graders and it's not right. Best of 3 books on this topic My son was asking way

too many questions for an individual mom.Good luck! He even showed if off to many friends until I
cautioned him that some parents might not want their children to know the details...
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